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APPLICATION OF WALD’S SEQUENTIAL PROBABILITY
RATIO TEST TO NUCLEAR MATERIALS CONTROLW
---

P. E. Fehlau, K. L. Coop, and J. T. Marklq
University of Callfomla
Loa Alamo$ National Laboratory
Lori Alamoa, New Mexico 87545 USA

ABSTRACT
We have replaced traditional analysis method8 for nuclear
material control monitoring with hypothesis teatlng,
epeclflcally with Wald’s sequentlabpmbabillty-ratio
test. Our
evaluation of Wald’. method, applied in both vehicle and
patitr!an
SNM monltm’s, is by Monte Carlo calculation to
deter~nlne the alarm probability and average monitoring times
of the monltora. The vehicle monitor with Wald% test has a
much shorter monitoring delay than with traditional methods,
without serious compensating changes in operating characterlstlcs. The pedestrian monitor with Waid’s method also has
advantages over traditional olngle-interval tests, In that the
Wald method duplicates the ●dvantages of a moving-average
technique. We verified the Monte Carlo calculations for the
pedestrian monitor by meant of a special program for the
monitor’s mlcruprocesaor controller, The obtarvatlons of
false-alarm probability and average monitoring time for war
500 OUI tests varifhd the Monte Carlo rasults.

INTRODUCTION
Nuclear materlala management requha analyslo of data from
maaourement ayetomato datumhe wtmthar the mea8ur8monts are consistent
with ●n abwad oondltlon or whether they daviato wfflclontly from the
●llowed omdltlon to w-t
dlvordon of nuoloar matorlal. Tradltlonal
dlvwaion det-tlon mothode that are baeod on dl?foranoea between moaumad
end predloted valuernmaybe untimely baoauee ● long maaeurament time la
naadad to aohlove adequately low falee-slam prebabillty. Or, on the othar
hwd, traditional mathodo may aaek to k timely by making declsiom so
@okly that ● falee ●larm Iwcomea highly probablo.

‘1’hiu work wao oupportod by the U.S. Dapartfmt
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In place of traditional methods, sequential hypothesis tests applied
repetitively at the end of each of a number of analysis perkxls have been
described for nuclear material imcountancy 1 and for extended containment
and surveillance in international nuclear materials safeguards where
cont!nulng diversion of very small quantities of special nuclear material must
be detected.zs~ The sequential method mitigates the problems with
traditional methods by allowinq the measurements to continue when the
“- accumulated data do not warrant a decision. Hence, extended periods of data
accumulation can take place whenever necessary, but rapid response is otten
still possible.
Nuclear material control at material access area boundaries also may
benefit from sequential hypothesis testing even though, unlike the preced~ng
examples, monitoring takes pltice during a relatively short period of time and a
decision must be reached by the end of a prescribed monitoring period. For
example, WN have applied a truncated sequential hypothesis test to vehicle
monltorhg, where it minimizes the monitoring delay, and to mordtoring
pedestrians in motion, where the method responds well to diversion signals
that have a time profile.

NUCLEAR MATERIAL

CONTROL MONITC)RING

A radiation monitor for nuclear material control measures the radiation
intensity in the vicinity of a pedestrian or motor vehicle to search for special
nuclear material before granting exit cleararwe from a material access area.
Analysis of the radiation monitoring measurement, basicaily a comparhimnof
the measurement to its expected result, is influenced by three major factors.
First, the expe~ted result must be derived from a prior background measurement alone, rather than from before and after measurements, bscause the
pedestrian or motor vehicle departs immadlately on obtaining exit clearan~e.
Hence systematic error may arise in the annlysis from detector response
variation or from actual change$ in ambient radlntion lntnnslty with time. To
reduce the systematic error, the background must be derivad from the most
recent, short-term background histo~j of the monitor. The second factor,
particularly important for the vehicle rnonitor where a minute-long monitoring
time may be necessary, 18that the bawqround counting period that dotermlnes
the alarm threshold 18not much longer than the monitoring period. Hence,
otatlstical error 1scomparable in both monitoring dat~ and alarm threshold and
both arrors influence the false-alarm &nd detectkm probabilities ef the
monitor.~
A final factor that Influences radlatlan monitor analysis 1sa decrease in
the perce~ved radiation lnten$lty when ths n’.onitor 1soccupied.4 Both
pedestrians and vehlclos can reduce the background radiation field lncidont on
a monitor’$ detectort by $hleldlng tho,m from the radiation. Thle effeut
decreases ● mordtor’t occupied false-aiam probability becaute tha measured
lntentlty In an occupied monltcw it le.. than lt otherwise would be. 3imllarly,
the monitor’$ oentitivlty whan it is oooupiod 1010$6becauso a larger dlwershm
tignal is needed for an alarm in ttto ●mpty monitor. The roducod detectkm
probability could be mitlgatod by lowering the altirn~ threshold by ●n ●mount
equal to the intenolty reduction. t=iowevcr, the amaunt of tha lntonslty

reduction varies wlih the occupant and although some degree of compensation
may bo possible, the reduction cannot be totally compensated by any simole
scheme.
These factors must be taken into account in designing a material control
monitor, but there are other considerations as well. Perhaps the most
important consideration is that material control has the goal of preventing the
- diversion of a quantity of nuclear material instead of the more objective
statistical goal of detecting variations of more than a certain magnitude from
the mean value of the monitor’s background observations. In practice, we
must rely on the statistical point of view to design and quantitatively
predict
the performance of a monitoring system, but then we have a great deal of
leeway in relating the performance of the monitoring system back to the
material control goals. The reason for the latitude is that diversion signal
intensities depend on the isotopic content, the physical form, and the position
of the diverted material In the monitor.d

Rather than pursue material detection goals in this paper, we wIU simply
describe the monitoring system on a statistical basis. The first step in this
regard is to point out that we ensure a sound statistical basis for our analysis
by testing the statistical perform~nce of each monitoring system as part of its
calibration.
Our goal Is to verify that the observed counting samples follow a
Poisson distribution: our monitor calibration procedures Include adjusting the
discriminator to exclude noise until tha measured variance is nearly Identical
to the measured mean value of the count distribution, as it should be for a
This step helps avoid the situation
Poisson distributed count distribution.
described in Ref. 5 where an extremely broad normal distribution instead of a
narrow one equivalent to the expected Poisson counting distribution was
observed in a portal monitor.
Keeping the foregoing considerations in mind, we will describe a
traditional monitoring system for material control monitoring. Later in this
paper, this monitoring system will provide a basis for selecting the parameters
for sequential hypothesis tests. The traditional monitoring system has a
single-interval test (SIT) characterized by its background determination
period, alarm threshold, and monitoring period, which together determine its
false-alarm and detection probabilities. The monitor’s background
determination period is based on observation of background variability and the
available time between occupants. The preclslon of determining background
influences the choice of an alarm threshold to meet the prescribed or deshwd
false-alarm probabll!ty. For instance, a commonly quoted prescription 1sone
false alarm pew 1000 occupants. In this case, a monitor that makes one
declslon per occupant might have an alarm threshold at 3,1 standard deviations
(d) above the expected monitoring result at background lnten$lty lf the
background Inton$ity were known exactly. However, Imprecloe background
determination or wide background varlablllty will make a higher alarm
threshold necemary In practice to meet any false-alarm pre$criptlon,
From our experience we start with an alarm threshold 4U ●bove the
expected background, particularly when we are monitoring IX3d08trian$. The
monitoring pwlod Is matched to the materhl detection raqulraments ●t
follows. We e,tlmate the response of the monitor to the matm’ial oamplo that
must be detected and than adjust the length of tha monitoring period until the
net dgnal during the monitoring period equals 4U of the expected monitoring

count at background Mensit y. T hls daf lnes the alarm thrashold for a SIT
monitoring system with the required false -alarm probabllit y and 50%
probability of dutection for the material sampla. Llf course the chnlce of 50%
c?otcction probzhility is a matter of convenience and the procedure can be
.sliglltly varied to obtain 90 or 95% dctoction probability.
CMidcs the S11, wc wiU discuss one other traditional monitoring
technique.
1 he moving-average
technique6 Is simply a Slur that 1s updated at
each of four sublntervals.
lt is applled in portal monitors where the subject
being monitored is In motion. The moving average matches the counting
interval to a time-varying
diversion signal that appears when a Pedestrian
walks through the monitor carrying nuclaar matarial (F lg. I). The technique
samples four times as of tan as tha S11, hanca its alarm threshold Is hlqhar for
a given false-alarm
rate. However, the detactlon probability at the higher
alarm threshold is increased above the SIT by tha match between the counting
interval and the peak of tha diversion signal ‘pmf Ile.

COUNTING INTERVAL

Fla, 1.
The movin~-average tachnl&a updatea tha data in ●
counting interval, ●fter each new mbintemal count, by
dl~cardlng ths oldestsublntorval data ●nd ●dding tha
nawost aublntervaldata. The prosodura aaauraothat
the peak intanslty 1sconcentrated In one counting
lntorval.

liYPOl

IIF.SIS TES1 lNG:

SEQUEN1 IAL-PROBABILIT

Y -RAT 101 F.S1

The Sll described inthepreccding
section can bcrcplaced bya
sequential -probability -raLio test that termirlaLus fnc,litorinq when a decision is
reached. raLhcr than always continuing to monitor for a specified time period.
We have applled the Wald sequential -probability-ratio
test7 (SPR1 ) in place of
the S11 by dividing a S1”1monitoring period into a convenient number of
subin~ervals N and tllcn choosing tho other SPR1 parameters by analogy to the
S11”parameters.
The test, as we apply It, Is briefly described as follows.
The Wald test 1s applied at the end of each subinterval to the data
accumulated at that time. The expected value of a sublnterval count for
background intensity is MO and for diversion lntenslty Ml. C)enoting actual
subintcrval counting values xl and the standard deviation of MO by a, the
Iogai”ithm of the ratio of the probability that the subinterval count comes from
a diversion count distribution to the probability that it comes from a background count distribution fcr each sub!nterval test 1sdefined as ZiO calculated from the following expression.

Z1 = [0.5(xi - MO)7/U2]

- [0.5(xi -

Ml)7/u2]
.

F.stlmates of two test ttmcsholds, A and B, am calculatd
probabl!lty ao and a miss probability Po.

A = log [(1 - Bo)kg]

B = log [130/(1 ,- so)]

from a false -alarm

and

.

At each step in a sequence of sublnterval counts, the sum of the 21 for all
completed steps 111
compared to the thresholds B ~ X Zi ~ A. The test 1s
terminated whenevar Z Zi Is less than the background lnequahty at the left or
greater than the divorslon inequality at thy right. Otherwise, as long as a
maximum number of steps NM.4X has not been reached, monlto~Ing contlnuea
with the ac=umulatlon of another mblnterval count. If no declslon 1sreached
after NMAX stapc, we record a dechlan for beckgrou~d.

Valws for the parameters In our uppllcatlon of Wald’s SPRT are derived
from the SIT parameters dasorlbed earner in the followlng manner.
Ma h the expected S11 background dlvlded by N,
Ml Is the SIT ●larm threshold dlvlded by N,

ao 1s the S11 false-alarm

probability

disregarding

the influence

of a short

ba~kground determination period,
13~i:; 1 rrl!fws llm S1”1dctf:clion
[’WAX

is cqija! IXJor slightly

probability,

and

laryor than N.

This cornplctcs the list of parameters required to replace tho SIT or
moving average with a SPR1. In some cases we have slightly vuried the values
of the parameters to make the comparison of SPR1 and traditional methods
more exact. For example, the diversion threshold value A was decreased
slightly in preliminary cxpcrimcnts to match the performance of
moving -average and SPl+l monitoring techniques. Wo have carrlcd over that
val~u, 8.0, in later applications of the SPR1 monitoring technique to replace
tha S11 and in all of our Monte Carlo calculations.

Unlike earlinr analog applications of SPRT to radiation monitoring,a we
have itmplemcnted the tcchniquc in a digital control module that has a
microprocessor to carry tiut the calculations.
The controller interprets signals
from an occupancy-sensing device near the detectors to tell when background
may bc me?slJred and when monitor]rtg mcasurtimonts are required.
We report
additional information about digital monitor controllers applying the SPl+l in
Ref. 9.

APPI.lCAT

1(JN OF 1 tifiSPRl

TO VEHICL.E MCIN1 I C)RING

Our vehicle monitor described in Ref. 10 originally appllod a S11 of 50-s
duration.
As part of a recent system upgrade, wo provldcd additional
detectors and implcmmltcd the SPRI for four separate groups of detectors
located tit diff~ront positions in the monitor. Our primary goal for this
application of tho SPR1 was to reduce the monitoring delay while maintaining
the best possiblo detecthm sensitivity for the avallablo counting time. 1 he
original S11 and new SPRT design parameters are comparod in Table L
of the SPRI in the vehicle
1 ho oxpocted operational characteristics
monitor were determined from Monte Carlo calculations performed on a
CDC-7600 computer at the Los Alamos Central Comput\ng Facility.
The
Monte Carlo program, to be described at the IEEE Nuclear Science Symposium
in the fall of 19S4, samples from a normal dlstrlbutlon to slmulata counting
data for the monitoring system wtdch has a Pohmondlotrlbution with a large
enough mean value to justify the normal approximation. Reoults were
obtained for at least 105 trials in each calculation. Two dhitlnct cases were
examined: one lndhtldual data channel and tha combined sot of four data
cha~reals as appllod in Lhe vehicle monitoring system controller.
Results for
the two cases differ bacause In the secend one, the mordtorlng result may
depend on the outcome of four teparate SPP.7a. For Instance, a dlverulon
decision in any ona of the 5PRTs w1lI Immedatet’ terminate monitoring with ●
dlverslon declelon, but a nondiverslon decision requires a unanimous decision of
background for all four Independent SPRTS. Hence, the background declslon
must wait for the slowest SPRT to finish. in all cases, ldentlcal radlatlon
lntensltles are assumed for each data channel in the calculation.

●

VEHICLE

TABLE I
MONITORING
SYSTEM PARAMETERS

1

?arameter
Background interval
length
Monitoring
length

Single-Interval
Test Value
100 s

120 s

50 s

48 s

interval

Analogous subinterval
number N
Subinterval

1

length

\“e:Qc Cif flo

12

50 s

Maximum number of
subintervals NMAX
\J2!ue uf ao

Sequential-ProbabilityRatio Test Value

1

3.16x

10-5
0.5

4s
15

3.16 X 10-5
0.5

The avcr~qc Iw[lilnrinq
time (AM”I ) result f(Jr the vehic!c-monitoring
system calculat. iun is illustrated in Fig. 2. 1 hc radiation intensity is expressed
as a value abo’.z background intensity in units of the slandard deviation of’ an
expoctcd 46 -s-cnunh Jalue at background intensity (u4~). Curve la for one
data channel has an ANl”l of about 10 s at background intensity compared to a
value of 19 s at the samo point on curve lb for the four-data-channel
system.
Both values are much lass than the Sll” monitoring time, which is fixed at 49s
in all cases. Hcnco, wo have achieved our goal of reducing the average
monitoring period for most uses of the vehicle monitor. In addition,
preliminary experimental
results with the new monitoring system Indicate that
the background intensity 1s reduced by 1 to 5 % (1.5 to 9.5 u48) when the
monitor 1soccupied, which may further reduce the ANll (Fig. 3) and alter
other oporating parameters as well.
The Monte Carlo results In Table 11 Illustrate the influence of more than
one data channel and tho length of the background determination
Interval on
the false-alarm
probability in addition to the monitoring time. Monltorhg
four channels extends the averago mordtorlng time, but it remahvs wlthln the
time required to obtain exit clearance and is still much less than for the SIT.
The Influence of the short measurement period for determining the background
intensity is considerable, but tho result is still close to the usual NRC
spocif lcatlon of one false alarm per 1000 passages. In practice, for a vehicle
monitor with perhaps only 30 passages per day, the result 1s quite acceptable
for the DOE requirement of one falae alarm per day. On the other hand, the
background measurement rmriod has little influence on the averaas monltorinu
ti nw; h Table 11or Fig. 5 ‘where that influence was included in c~lculatlng th6
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Fig. 2.
The average monitoring time for the vehicle monitor
depends on whether (a) a single channel or (b) all four
channels must make the final. decision. The unit for the
radiation intensity is thf; standard deviation of a 48-s
background count. This calculation assumed an exac~
background mean.
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Fig. 3.
The monitoring time muy be iem when an occupant
attenuates the ambient radiation lntenslty because tha
average monitoring
times are lower below zero, the
normal background lntenslty. This calculation included
the normal background determination procedure, which
had little effect on the shape of the ANIT curve.
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TABLE 11
“
CALCULATION

,.

RESULTS

S6quentia!-Probability-”
“ Ratio lest Value

Single-Interval
l“est Value

Parameter

,.

J
Results for an exact background value

.

I

a for one
channel

I

a for four
channels
AMT a for four
channels

I

1.1 X1 O-4
..

“AMT a for one
channei
I

I

1.1 x 10-4

.

9..6

4e s

S

.
4.3 x 10-4

4.3 x 10-4
.

48

1? s

S

Results with a 120-s-long

-.

.

,,

background interval

s
a for four
channels
AMT a for four
channels

I

3.5 x 10-3

49 s

-

3.2

X

10-3

21 s

aAverage. monitoring time, which is equal to the fixed monitoring
single-interval
tests.

time “in

AMI curve. F-inally, the operating characteristic
for the SIT and 5PRI are
quite similar (Fiq. 4), indicating that the ability to detect diversion is not
significantly dec;aased by the SPRI; the differences would not be discemable
on a linear plot.
We varied the values af NMAX and the background-determination
Interval
in some Monte Carlo calculations to determine their effect on the AMT and
false-alarm
probability.
The outcome in Table 111at background intensity was
that the AMT is littie 6ffected by the background interval whereas the
PaIsa-alarm probability is more dependent on it, as expected.
The truncation
parameter NMAX )nf luences the false-alarm probabllit y because we always
chose the background decision at the truncation point
At radiation intensities above background, the AMT (F lg. 5) continues to
be little Influenced by extending the background interval, but the influence of
extending NMAX becomes more marked. Howevor, once the radiation
Intensity passes 3U48, alarms become frequent, dlminlshlng the need to await
four separate decisions and allowing the AM1 curves to converge. The

.

!

Fig.

4.

The operating characteristic curves for SPRT and S11
are nearly identical with visible deviations appearing
only at higher Intensities.
i i~e actual background
determination method is used except for the exact SIT

curve where
intensity

exact
knowledge
is assumed.

of the

background

SPRT
1

SIT
EXACT SIT
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Fig. 5.
The ave;age
monitoring
time
is strongly influenced by
permitting more analysis steps before truncating the
wsquentlal procedwe. The additional tim~ is no longer
needed once the radiation intansitj reaches the Point
.
that ● terminating alarm decision becomes more

probable.
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o 15 STEPS (5 rnln)
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NET RADIATIONINTENSITY (c4s)

mean

(
7 ABLE 111
NZINTE CARL@ RESULTSAT
BACKGRL)UND
FOR DIFFERENT
NMAXAND
BACKGROUND

“’\.y

Background
Interval(s)

NMAX

AMT

INTENSITY
IINTERVAL

False-Alarm
Probability

(S)

15.

120

21

3.2x

10-3

24

! 20

22

5.4x

10-3

15

300

2CI

l.crx 10-3
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inmwased alarms
over a wide ranqc wlmn NMAX is larqcr and fewer d~iau!t Imckcjround
decisions arc rni]dc. 1 he opposite influcncc appcims wllcn a lonqcr period is
~v{:i!i!h!c
to
dl!t[:rrninc
lIIC backcjround intensity.
ir~tf;nsili~s.

“1Iw

upcratirlq

cllilriicterislic

([- ig. 6) illustrates

1 hcsc cornpari:,o;ls of MOIIIX Carlo resulLs have allmvcd us to study Lhc
that might bc mm% irl the monitor’s microprocessor
effects of ctlilnqx
proqrams. TIIC effects aro difficult to study in the actual monitoring
cquiprncnt

during

normal

operation

because-the

monltnring

periods

are

so

ior)g

At
lnis tlmc, wa are particularly
interested in rietcrminlng which parameters of
the monitoring system may be changed to irr]prove operation and which
paramutors might be important ones to change to accommodate varlatlon in
nornlal operation.
Such variable parameters can easily be incorporated hlto,
eloctrlcally
alterablo mamory for keyboard modification.
that

a significant

number

of

operational

results

arc

Impossible

to

obtain.
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Fig. 6.
The operating characteristic is influenced both by
extending the background interval to reduce alarm
probabllty
and by extending
before
truncation.

the

monitoring

period

Pedestrian monitoring may be accomplished while the subject is
stationary or in motion. The formor \s the more sensitive method and a SPl+T
can be applied to such a monitor in the same fashion as in the vohlcle
monitor. However, most pedestrian monitors must, at times, quickly monitor
large numbers of people, for Instance at the end of a work shift. A
walk-through
pedestrian monitor 1s ideal for this appllcatlon; wo have applled
the SPR1 to such a monitor using the parameters llsted In Table IV, and are
now hwestlgating
its performance.
As in the vehicle monitor, an occupancy sengor notlfles the podestrlac
monitor’s controller that a person is present and to begin monitoring.
The
person may be, stationary or 1P motion at any speed and he may be anywhere
within the sensitivity region of the occupancy sensor. Hence, once monitoring
begins lt must continue until th~ occupancy sensor determines that the
. monitor 1s again empty to assure that the monitor is not subverted in some
way by the occupant.
As a result, the pedestrian monitor terminates
monitoring in a different way from the vehicle monitor.
An alarm terminates
monitoring h, ,mediately; however, a backgl ound decl ‘ion or reaching NMAX
steps simply terminates one sequnnce and begins another for as long as the
monitor 1s occuplod. Another aspect of pedestrlnn monitoring that differs

PERSONNEL

TABLE IV
MONITOR PARAMETERS

%quenlial+rubability Ratio Test Value

Parameter
Background interval

length

Monitoring

interval

Subinterval

number N

12.8 s

length

0.0 s
8

Subintervallenqth
Maximum

number of subintervals

0.1 s
NMAX

8

Value ofaO

3.16x

Value of130

0.5

10-5

frornvchiclc
monitoring is that radi[mctive material pa~sing through the
morlitor prcduccs a time-vdryinq
signal ratlmr than a cmstarrt one. As a
rewlt, wc tmvc nut cmlyci]rriud out Monte Carlo calculations at fixed
r~diatlon intensities, but also with time-varying
signals.
I%ISIJIIS
for a fixed -in~cnsity, sinqlo-intcrva]
Vlonto Carlo calculation for
lho pcdcslrizm monitor show tho samo typo of depondance of false -al~rm
probnbitity on the precishm of LIIC background determination,
as was tho case
for the vchiclu rnonltor (1 able V). l“ho operating circumstances, howevor, are
much moro satisfactory, and the rulatlvoly short monitoring tlmos allow
adoquatcly long background -det~rmlna~ion times (12 s) and falso--alflr,m
probabllltlos much closer to the value for an sxact background dotermlnation.
Unllko tho vehicle monitor. the short pedestrian monitorhwj time porrnlts
oxporimcntal verlficat!on of the Monte Carlo calculations.
A spoclal
moriltorlng program 1s easily installed and carries out monltorh~g repeatedly
with periodic braaKs for new background determination.
Operation 1s
otharw!so Identical to normal oparatlon and sub]ect to tho same backgrour,d
variations.
The only difference Is that the monitor Is always unoccupied. With
the special monitoring program we ob~erved a false-alarm
probability of 10.6
x 10-5 for 500000 tests compared to the Monte Carlo vah.m of 6 x 10-5, This
result 1s reasonable because we know that real background variation takes
place from time to time and temperature varlatlon in thu detector system can
also vary the menltor’s count rate somewhat, The AM1 for 70000 tests was
0. 19S e, essentially the samo as the Monte Carlo result of 0.189 e.

To perform the Monte Carlo calculation for a movlnq source wa
astabllshed a mode: for the way the average pargon would traverse the
monitor.

Wo assumed that the occupancy sensor would sonso the person and

TABLE V
MONTE CARLO CALCULATION
RESULTS FOR TI+E
PEDESTRIAN
MONITOR WITH FIXED RADIATION
INl ENSITY

Farameter

Background Period

Result

exact background

4 M 10-5

—
a

AMTa

I

aAverage

6

1.2 s

4.7 x 10-4

exact background

monitoring

10-5

12 s

X

0.190 s

12 s

0.1899

1.2 s

0.191

time.

diversion signal, Next, the diversion-signal
profih:, similar 10 the ;nc In F irj.
1, wuu!d rnmw Lllrcwgh ttm mcmilor uniformly ut a rate corrcq londillg to onc of
a nljnlbcr of different pawagc speeds between 0.3 to 2.1 s for cornplcte
pas!mqo, F ina~]y, monitoring would Conlinuo af h Signal pnssagu f’or annltmr
(.).4 s before tho occupnncy sensor returnnd to the empty stute. At that point,
monitoring could torrnimto as soon as a decision or NNIAX was rmchcd.
Of
cmmso, a detection at any timo during tho proccduro would tnrminato that
passago wd start tho next ono. Tho results fnr this Monte Carlo calculation
arc In terms of detcc~lons and false alarms rather than par t+:st.
Our source profllo was detarmlncrd by movlnq a source slowly through the
pedestrian monitor whllo recordirlg the radiation intanslty and sourco position.
We used a fairly Intenso source and llnoarly ucaled the measured lntenslty
down to the point that lt could be readily detected at normal walklng speed,
but would not be detected very ofttm at much higher passage spood. Our
calculathms began at the normal walklng spood and progressed through 2, 4,
and e times normal walking sipoed. At each speed, we determined the segment
of the response curve that would pass through the mordtor during each of thu
0,1 -s counting periods. The average intensity during each sogmont multlpllod
by 0.10 Is the net count for that particular stop In the Monto Carlo

calculation.
Our Monte Carlo calculation results in Table VI are comparod to slmllar
technique.
in each
results for two other method,, a SIT nnd a moving-average
of these techniques we allowed 0.4-s approach and departure times at we dld
in the SPRT, Th8 counting Interval for each of these other methods was also
O.B s, and the movlnq tivorage casti was wbdlvlded Into four sublntervals.
Thu

TABLE VI
DETECTION
AND FAI.SE-ALARM
PROBABILITIES
FOR
SEVERAL PASSAGE SPEEDS IN TliE PEDES1 RIAN MONITOR

Passage Speed

Results for the Indicated IWthod
Detection Probabil!tya
SPRT

Moving Average

SIT

Normal

0.885
(1.l)a

0.970
(1.2)

0.910
(1.1)

Twice normal

0,542
(0.81)

0.588
(0.63)

0.294
(0.78)

Three times normal

o.120
(0.66)

0.095
(0.40)

L1.045
(0.56)

Fmr

0.013
(0.56)

0.010
(0.29)

0.008
(&56)

timm

aFigures
——

normal

in parentheses

denote false-alarm

probability

x 103.

s1’1 covcrcd froln 2 to 4 individual losts during the source prollle passage
v;tu!rlms the moving avcruqc m~do 3 to 12 tos~s. Alurm tt~”rasholds in aach
usc were tidjustad lo Imvc idcntlcal false-alarm
protmbilitles at background
il~lcllsity for a normal walklng splx>d passage, The shorter monitoring Limb for
otllcr pawary: spucds rcduccd the false-alarm
probability pur passagr, as
indicnlcd In 1 nblo W.
Tho results in Iablo VI demonstrate Improved pcrformanco over ttm S11 in
almost all cases for both tho moving-avorago
and SPR1 methods. It appwm
that tho SPH1 is a suitahlo replacumont for both tho S11 and moving-average
tvchnlques although thtiro 1s no apparent advantage to the SPRI over the
moving ave:aqo. Tho SPR1 simply axhlbits a rsimllar wldo adaptability to
monitoring podcstrkms In motion at a variety of passage speodri that Is the
forte of tho moving-avcraqo
technlquo.

SUMMARY

Tho SPRT provides improved monitoring ovar the SIT in two applications
to material control monltorlng, even though the applications require reaching
a decision earl Ier or more frequently than In more usual applications of the
SPf41 tectmiquo. The rasultlng decraasod average monitoring periods h the
vehicle monitor are Iilqhly doslroable and slmllar results can be obtahwd with
the technique in such othor stationary SNM monitors as automated monltorlnq
booths. The application of SPR1 to monitoring moving pedestrians achieves

tile same ac’lval]tagcs cwcr the S11 as dots the moving-average
kchnlquo for
As yet, we seo no advantaqo for the SPR1
which it is a suitable replacement.
:Iw!r thu nlovirq avcraqe ir) pcrfcwnancc or I)ardware implemcntatiorl
but
r,,
,, ...,.:l :. ,’: l:;... :11:.:/Lt.?!.:(;l~)ful ~G ,:IL I ify this p:lirlt.
~~lJr
cx;mric;we
wiLh ivlontc Carlo sirnulaticm has been a useful one both
(’or s(:l(:clinq opcralirmal pararnclcrs for tho SPl+.i and for compiling the
S1+{ 1 to other rnclhods. Our fifforts in this regard arc still in progress for the
monitors
discussc,l
in this paper, and we antlclpatc
evaluating ncw SPR1
monltorinq systen]s in tha future.
Ono future application slmllar to that
proposed in Ref. 2 will prnvldc longer term monitorirlg at higher detection
sensitivity without the requirement for an immediato decision. In this case,
wc will dctcrminc background from before and after measurements, and
prnccss Lhc rrmnitoring results for repeated passages over the course of time
for specific individuals or populations.
Monitoring w!I1 bo in parallel with our
short-tcrrn monitoring ~ystcrn so that not only will fast response be
unncct)ssary, but also anomalously large monitoring measurements can be
automatically
excluded from the long-term data.

WC ;;iw qrL1.cfIJl I.o [{ichard f{. Picard of 1.OSAlamos for helpful
of (J(Jrtz+ erld a tectmical review of the paper.

discussion
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